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Background to the research
• In the UK and Ireland men are three to four times more likely to
die by suicide than women
(C. Simms et al., ‘Suicide Statistics Report: Latest Statistics for the UK and Republic of Ireland.’ Surrey, UK: Samaritans,
2019).

• Middle-aged men in the UK have experienced the highest suicide
rates for decades
(ONS, ‘Suicides in the UK, 1981 to 2018’, 2019, https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
birthsdeathsandmarriages/deaths/datasets/suicidesintheunitedkingdomreferencetables)

• Research also tells us that men who are less well-off and living in
the most deprived areas are up to 10 times more likely to die by
suicide than more well-off men from affluent areas
(S. Platt, ‘Inequalities and Suicidal Behaviour’, in International Handbook of Suicide Prevention: Research, Policy and
Practice, ed. R. O’Connor, S. Platt, and J. Gordon, 1st ed., Book, Section vols (Wiley -Blackwell, 2011)

Background to the research
• There is an association between suicide and loneliness
(A. Stravynski and R. Boyer, ‘Loneliness in Relation to Suicide Ideation and Parasuicide: A Population-Wide Study’,
Suicide & Life-Threatening Behavior31, no. 1 (2001): 32–40)

• Men tend to feel more lonely than women, even when they
are not socially isolated
(Wyllie et al., ‘Men, Suicide and Society. Why Disadvantaged Men in Mid-Life Die by Suicide.’)

• In general, men tend to have fewer meaningful connections
than women and their social networks can be less supportive
(ibid)

Why are less well-off middle
aged men at particularly high risk
of suicide?
• A unique set of social, psychological and interpersonal
factors that increase their risk of suicide
• Across all ages and social classes, men can be less open to
talking about emotions and have fewer social skills than
women
(J.Brownlie, Male suicide in mid-life: linking private troubles and large social processes)

• Men are also more likely to engage in risky behaviour when
facing stress, compared to women
(Cleary, A. (2012). Suicidal action, emotional expression, and the performance of masculinities. Social Science &
Medicine, 74, 498–505.)

• Men tend to have less strong social support networks
outside of their relationship
(R. Evans, J. Scourfield and G. Moore, Gender, relationship breakdown and suicide risk: a systematic review of
research in western countries)

Middle aged men and COVID-19
• This research was undertaken before the COVID-19 outbreak but
unfortunately reflects much of what our lockdown caller data tells
us
• Forced isolation and disconnection from support networks under
lockdown will likely exacerbate problems for these men, who we
found to be socially disconnected and struggling with feelings of
suicidality for many years without any form of support
• The pandemic is likely to have a direct impact on known suicide risk
factors for middle-age men including job loss and problem debt
• Current recession and furlough scheme ending cause for concern

Calls to Samaritans during the
Covid pandemic
• March, May and June surveys of volunteers.
• Callers are generally more anxious and more distressed than
before the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Many callers have been worried about losing their job
and/or business as well as being furloughed.
• Common themes include not being able pay rent/mortgage,
inability to support the family, and fear of homelessness.

Calls to Samaritans during the
Covid pandemic
• Lacking social support: Unsurprisingly, many volunteers note
callers’ reduced access to social support.
• Through lockdown, there was an increase in calls where
people use our helpline ‘just want to talk to someone’.

Calls to Samaritans during the
Covid pandemic
• Lack of access to mental health services (e.g. crisis teams,
appointments) was a major theme throughout lockdown and
caused callers increasing levels of distress, disappointment and
hopelessness.

• Many callers talked about loss of usual coping strategies and
support networks.

Our research approach
• In-depth qualitative interviews with 16 less well-off middle aged
men across the UK and Ireland
• To understand what these men want from services when they
are struggling and to understand how this matches up to what is
currently on offer
• Current evidence base is very limited
• Explored what these men told us worked for them when they
came into contact with support services

Our findings
• Long term, stable work was seen as incredibly important in
terms of routine, sense of purpose and providing a social
network
• The end of a period of employment was often connected to
a downturn in wellbeing
George took redundancy after a period of instability at work
and “completely underestimated the impact of that ending
overnight.” He had worked as a support worker for eight years
and had the opportunity to do some amazing things. George
said “colleagues had become my friends.”

Our findings
• Social disconnection was a common theme running across the
experiences of the men we spoke to. They were disconnected
from the people, places and networks around them
• Many had spent significant periods with few connections having
struggled for years with poor mental health and suicidal thoughts
and feelings
• Some had social connection based around substance misuse and
many withdrew from social networks as their problems mounted

I was embarrassed to talk about depression
with other people.
“Everyone my own age seemed to be
getting on well. I was alone and I didn’t
have anybody and I couldn’t see a way of
ever having anybody.
- Ian

Our findings
• Many earlier opportunities to engage were missed. When services
did get involved, it was usually at the point where the men posed a
risk to themselves or others but also found it most difficult to
accept help.
• Support at this point was framed narrowly, looking only at short
term immediate issues, such as substance misuse, rather than
wider issues such as lack of social connection
• The men we spoke to didn't see community-based support
services, focused on fostering connection and community, as
relevant to them before they reached crisis

What should interventions focus
on for this group?
The men we spoke to were clear about what they wanted from
support services. As well as reaching these men earlier, the
following were key:
Inclusive initiatives
• Peer support and a feeling of shared experience
• Men more likely to stay engaged with organic initiatives which
are based in and built around their communities

It’s important to find that common ground,
whether it be football or whatever… I don’t
care if its crochet… Its about getting people
together who have got that want to do that
thing
- George

What should interventions
focus on for this group?
Purposeful goals
• The chance to work towards common goals rather than being
a beneficiary
• The opportunity to make a contribution rather than being
‘fixed’
• Getting around the stigma of asking for help,

I get to cook food and talk to the older
people. One was alive in World War Two
and he talks all about his experiences and it
gives me some perspective on my own life.
- Tom

[Being responsible for collecting subs and
opening his local group] made me feel
good that someone relied on me, trusted
me, and I’m not a waste of space.
- Jack

Samaritans at a glance

Reaching and supporting men during Covid-19
Ellen O’Donoghue, CEO, James’ Place

Introduction

• James’ Place supports men in suicidal crisis; men are 3 times more likely to
die by suicide; suicide is the leading cause of death for men under 50
• Covid-19 has put unimaginable pressures on all kinds of people; we are all
trying to learn quickly and implement fast
• When thinking about reaching men specifically, I’ll draw on our work at
James’ Place, and also look back to a range of work over 20 years

• In particular, I’ll share some considerations around reaching men, and
some thoughts about how to address the barriers
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James’ Place

• We deliver a proven, safe
and effective therapeutic
intervention
• We engage friends and
families in the care of the
men we see
• We help men experiencing
suicidal crisis find a
renewed sense of hope

Are we the
right
people to
help you

How can I
get
through
this ?

How did I
get here?
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Next Steps

How can I
stop this
happening
again
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Hearing and listening

• Men do talk, but not necessarily about what you want them to talk about;
danger of reinforcing a negative behaviour: real men don’t t alk
• How you ask the questions is key: Lay Your Cards on t he Table

• How you hear the answer is also vital; we need to make sure men feel
heard when they do talk: Movember Suicide Not es

Myth 1:
men don’t
talk

• Practise matters: many of the men we see are not used to talking about
their feelings; how can we st art earlier?
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Are men hard to reach?

• A highly disputed phrase; better phrased as: ‘We don’t really know how t o
reach t hem’; or: ‘They aren’t list ening t o us and we don’t know why’

• Men might have heard what we said, and understood something else:
referral pat t erns changed during lockdown across condit ions
• People knowing what you want them to do isn’t enough; they can adapt
to systems and make them work to their own advantage

Myth 2:
men are
hard to
reach

• V irtual reach is not a golden bullet; there are huge and conflicting
demands for attention, and people respond in different ways
• People’s prior experiences of services will vary significantly; people often
want similar things from services but their expectations will not be equal
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Designing the right pathways
• Making sure that people know a service is for them is vital, esp in
high risk groups and for people who have poor past experiences
• Covid has totally disrupted everyone’s habits and behaviours:
this offers opportunities, but significant risk
• Setting is important: men respond better to interventions in safe
places (Leeds Becket t Cent re for Men’s Healt h)

Caveat: there’s
some truth in this

Myth 3:
you reach
men
through
women

• People are often better at taking care of others than
themselves; supporter relationships are important
• Men can dramatically under estimate their own value to those
around them; how do we emphasise t hat we are here for t hem?
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Men may not talk to everyone,
but they might talk to someone

• Many things influence whether a man feels able to express his
feelings, including background and experience
• The key thing we want people to know is that there is nothing
they can’t say to us, no secret too awful to share
• During Covid, when normal behaviours changed, it’s very
important to think about who men might be reaching out to
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“Almost all men cry – at
least in front of me.
However I’m not sure they
all cry in front of others.
Gill, therapist, James’
Place
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Some key themes have emerged during Covid

• Help-seeking behaviour: we need to recognise it when we see it,
do our best to anticipate it, and shape it with caution
• Anxiety: levels are high, and this can influence all forms of
behaviour
• Responsibility: the role that men often traditionally take on is
under extraordinary pressure

• Self-prioritisation has probably been poor and is likely to remain
so: people have more to worry about than themselves
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What lessons can we learn?

• Behaviours change and adapt fast: we need nimble systems ready to
work together in new ways
• Everyone needs to listen, hear, think and listen again; especially
services
• We can only try to occupy a place in complicated lives and
crowded spaces

• The goal is to create systems that work towards the outcome we
need to achieve, understanding how they will be accessed and used

@Ja mes' Place 2020
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Ellen@JamesPlace.org.uk

Thank you

Q&A
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Thank you
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